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which together with (2.4) allows determination of the value 111 and &,” (mis not an 

integer andP,,,” (z)is the associated function of Legendre). For S < J.2 approximate 
values of m arem = n + k (k = 1, 3, 5,.)and therefore the application of the two differ- 

ent kinds of conditions to the free surface of fluid gives practically the same results. 
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Microheterogeneous media (composite materials, polycrystals and others) are 

examined for which the elastic moduli tensor c” t,mnis considered a homogeneous 

random function of coordinates. The question of the relation between mathem- 
atical expectations of stresses (ctj> and strains <Eij) in such media was studied 

by a number of authors [l-5] under the condition that the fields of stresses and 
strains are statistically homogeneous. The author of [6] examined the case of 

inhomogeneous fields and proposed a method of solution for the inhomogeneous 
stochastic problem. In this paper the program outlined in [6] is carried out. 

In Sect. 1 the initial stochastic inhomogeneous problem is reduced to an infr 

inite sequence of homogeneous problems. This is achieved through the repres- 
entation of the solution in the form of a series which satisfies the equilibrium 
equations for a volume element of the body, and the equations of compatibility 
of deformations. The coefficients of this series are homogeneous random tensor 
functions which are independent of body form and also independent of the det- 

ermined external load acting on the body. These tensor functions depend only 
on the elastic properties of the body and are completely determined through the 
given random tensor c;j,,. 

In Sect. 2 the coefficients of the above mentioned series are expressed in terms 
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of the characteristics of the microstructure under the assumption that the medium 
is strongly isotropic. This assumption permits to avoid the limitation to the case 

of small inhomogeneities, and at the same time to avoid the need for giving mul- 
tipoint correlation functions. It follows from the constructed solution that the 
dependence between <o,j>and (aij>is analogous to the relation between stresses 

and strains in the multicouple stress theory of elasticity f7). The transition is 
made from the differential to the integral form of the realtion. The integral 

form is characteristic for nonlocal theory of elasticity ([8] and others). 

1, Let us examine a microheterogeneous medium for which at an arbitrary point the 
relation between stresses oij and strains t’ij obeys the generalized form of Hooke’s law 

'tj = Cijn,~emn (1.1) 

Here the elastic moduli tensor cijmnis a random function of coordinates. It is assumed 
that the random fieldc (r) (r = (tr, 4. +))is homogeneous and ergodic. The tensors 
oij and eij will also be random functions, generally speaking inhomogeneous, because 

they depend not only on c (r)but also on the external load which in the following is ass- 

umed to be determined. 
Let a characteristic volume of the microheterogeneous medium (a volume which in 

the structural sense is typical for the medium as a whole) be in eq~librium under the 
action of external forces, We represent the stress and strain tensors in the form 

Cij -- (Sij> + Gij+’ eij = (Eij) + 6ijf (i.2) 

Here and in the following the angle brackets denote averaging over the entire represent- 
ation. For the case of a statistically homogeneous quantity this averaging is identical 
to the average over the volume. Asterisks denote centered quantities. Tensors Uij and 

eij must satisfy the equilibrium equations and the equations of compatibility of defor- 

mations. 
aj~ij $- F, = 0 (1.3) 

‘ikmEjnlamanEkl = ’ (W 

Here Fi is the determined vector of volume forces, ~i,,,~ is the unitary alternative tensor 
of Levi-Civita, Substituting formulas (1.2) into Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4), we arrive at two 
systems of equations for the regular and ~uctuating components of stress and strain tens- 

OrS 

cYj (sij> + F, = 0, EimkEjn[akal <emn) = 0 (1.5) 
ajzij*= 0, EImri~j,,laiialB,,~ = O 

(f.6) 

Following the method proposed in [6]. we shall look for a solution of system (1.6) in 
the form of the series 

“21 

(1.7) 

Coefficients uQ, uP are assumed to be homogeneous random functions of coordinates. 

Using (1.1) and (X.7). we have for the stress tensors 
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Here 

Aij,,,, = cijmn + c. . ’ t,klaklmn~ A6mnP~ a . .P P = Cijklaflmnp, 1 . . rp (c’ = i ,2,. . .) (1.9) 

Coefficients of series (1.8) are not centered quantities. In accordance with this we 
have 

(Gij> = C,~m, (em,) + 2 C&ih,, . , . q,a~, . . l aPp’Wm;) (1.10) 

6.. 
II 
l = A$& (em,) + 2 Av p 

IJmn L . , . Pp a PI * ’ * a te,,) P,, (1.11) 

P=l 

ck = <A”) (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .) 

Substituting series (1.7) and (1.11) into the system of equations (1.6), it is required 
that these equations be satisfied as a result of equality to zero of coefficients of tensor 

(e,,),and its partial derivatives with respect to coordinates. As a result we arrive at 
the recurrent sequence of systems of equations for determination of coefficients of series 

(1.7) 
aj$!gn= 0, tirktjslakalai8mn = ’ (1.12) 

‘jAIKZnlI .*.q&=-- 
A@-])* 

‘P~mvl.. . q&L_1 (PI.. . P,) I 

(1.13). 

cirkEjdakala%nyt “‘PP = - qnnr, . * . Pp I (PI. . . rg 

(p = 1,2,. . .) 

qmnp, . , . PP 
= cirke jr2 [26 Pp(k 

a a(IL-1) 
1) rsmW’, . . . f v_l + *k~p61q_l 

,(W 
rsmnp, . . . P~_.~] (“14) 

Here dij is the Kronecker delta. Parentheses indicate symmetrization with respect to 

the corresponding indices. 

In this manner we have instead of one stochastic inhomogeneous problem (1.6) an in- 

finite sequence of homogeneous problems. 
Each of the systems of equations (1.12), (1.13) is identical to equations of the theory 

of elasticity for a microheterogeneous medium with sources of internal stresses. The 

role of the strain tensor in such a medium is played by the tensorah’ (k = 0, 1, 2, . ..)ln 
system (1.12) the given quantity is represented by the random tensor cijml,$ The right 
sides of each of the successive systems of equations are quantities which are determined 

in the solution of the previous equations. The requirement of homogeneity of tensors 

ok (in some sense analogous to the requirement of periodicity of solution) in systems 

(1.12) and (1.13) replaces the boundary conditions. In this manner we can determine 
successively the coefficients of the series (1.7). 

It is apparent that these coefficients are functions only of the elastic properties of the 

body and do not depend on the external load acting on the body. The external load 
enters into the series (1.7) by means of the determined tensor (e,,,). This tensor is det - 

ermined depending on the dimensions of the body and the forces acting on it by solving 
the system of equations (1.5). 

2. Let us use the perturbation method [l-4] and rewrite the systems of equations 
(1.12), (1.13) in the following form: 
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Here 

aj (,‘ijrs) ap trmnp, . . . pp = - aja~~~;pr. . . 
% 

.- <c ipprr) Q!K&. . . pp_l 7 

_ a(W)* 
trPmnpfi. . . ~~1 @I. l . qJ I 

E PP = - Vjmnp, . . . p* @, . . . p I c ) 

w 

‘i jmn ~ = Aijmn - cCijrs) aLmn (2.3) 

a!! 
ctmnp, . . . pP = AH tflnp,. . . pP - (‘ijr2 aLnp,. . . PP 

(p = 1,2, . . .) 

For later use we need only the particular solutions of systems of equations (2.1). (2.2b 
These solutions are subject to the following additional stochastic condition: (a$ = 0 
(k = 0,1,2...). Through a direct verification it is easy to become convinced that the exp- 

ressions 
a;lrnn (r) = 5 fJ* (k, 2) j (~1 $$,, ( r’) dV’ p=r’-r (p=l,2,...) 

V (2.4), 

k 
.aSm,pl . . . * lr) = @Rktmnp, I . ,py. tr) + \; ‘i( k, 1) j (PI a$iip, . . .pP (r’) dV’ 

% 

transform the equations of system (2.1). (2.2) into identities and that they satisfy the 
mentioned condition, In (2.4) we have 

Qbp, . . . p,(t) = ‘t (k, I) j tr) ‘p, * ’ ’ ‘pp (p := i, 2,. . .) (2.5) 

Here Ukl(r) is Green’s tensor for a homogeneous medium with elastic moduli (ctj,l),Which 
are solutions of the followine eauation: 

(2.6) 

where 13 (r) is the Dirac delta function. In particular, if the medium is macroscopically 

isotropic, then 

(C.. t,kl) = hij6,, + 2jfiikr 

1 ‘,I 

( 
& 

a+ 

ukl fr) = 4n)L 7 - ckk8X[ 1 
r=lrl (2.7) 

X’ +T 

@=Xf 
‘ijkl = 6i (k6j) I 

Expressions (2.4) represent integro-differential equations in ai and can be solved by 
the iteration method. However, we do not need the functions a”(r) themselves, but the 

mathematical expectations of their convolution with the tensor of fluctuations of elastic 
moduli,(c*a”> (k = 0,I , Z,...). These expressions can be found with the aid of Eqs. (2.4) 
and the iteration process proposed in [4]. 

In the followihg we shall limit ourselves only to the examination of macroscopically 
isotropic microheterogeneous media. Furthermore, it will be assumed that the medium 
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is strongly isotropic [3.4]. The last statement means that single-point correlation func- 
tions for cTjmtl depend only on the distance between the points of the field, i. e. 

(c* (P) c* (r) . . . c* (r’)> := c (p) (2.8) 

In addition. in papers [3,4] it was assumed 

(c* (P) c* (I’) . . . a(“)* (r’)) = B” (;J) (2.9) 

It is natural to supplement the condition of strong isotropy by the following requirement: 

CC+ (I’) c* (r) . . atp)’ (r’)) = U”(P) (2,iO) 

But then 
B” (P) --_ (I (11 = 1, 3, 5,. . .) (2.11) 

as tensors of odd valency. Conditions (2.8) - (2.11) permit to carry out the calculations 
by the same method as in paper 143. 

Let us multiply the right and left parts of Eqs. (2.4) bye7jh.t (r)and compute the math- 

ematical expectations of both parts 

<c’. 2: IJhl hltnn) = 
c 

l’h (k, 1) v(p) B::;!,’ (?) tit’ 

t 
(2.12) 

<e:. zp tjkl klmnp, . . . pp ) = 
c .C 

%vkZpl . , . q, (?) ct;,& (P) dV + 

I” 

+ 
s 

‘A(,, 11 Y (P) Btii,t:$f. . . + (f’) dV (p = 2,4, . . .) 

V 

The second derivative of the Green function is 

*I.(,, I)” tr) = - E,,,,$ (r) + ‘k[hv 09 

Here 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

where r. 0, qare spherical coordinates in the r-space. The correlation function (2.8) 

can be represented in the form [9] 

C (P) = C (0) qJ (P) (2.17) 

where C. (0) and ‘p (p) are tensor and coordinate dependences of the correlation function 
C (P),and cp (0) = 1, 9 (00) = 0. Taking into account (2.13) - (2.17). we integrate (2.12) 
and by changing to a system of notation which is independent of coordinates we obtain 
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(2.18) 

(2.10) 

The expression (c*Ec*ok>, which enters into the right side of (2.18) can be computed 

with the aid of Eqs. (2.12) and the conditions of strong isotropy 

<c+Pe*ek) = <c+J?c*P”C*) - <(C*E)WA + qc’ E)Vc*ak > 

Repeating the process, we find 

((cbE)n-lc*ak) = <o* (EC+)“-t l%+> - ((c*13)“c*ak) + ((c+E)“)(c+a”) 
fn = 1,2,. * .) 

From this we arrive at the following equation: 

(c+a’> = Lk - L”E <c*ak) 

Here 

(2.20) 

Lk = 5 (- 1)” (c+ (E~*)“i’~c*) = (~‘(1 + EC’)‘‘Pkc*) 

n=0 

(2.21) 

Solving Eq. (2,20) with respect to (c*ak>, we finally find 

(@a’> = (I + L”E)-IL’ (n = 0,2,4, . : ,) (2.22) 

According to (1.10) we can now write 

<U)==C”Q> i 
X 

c”v . ;;‘ p (E) (p = 2,4, . . .) (2.23) 

P 
Here 

@ = Cc> + (I + L”lr;)_‘LO, CP’= (I + Lp Jz)-3LP (z!.23) 

If the volume which is being examined is in a macroscopically homogeneous deform- 
ed state, i.e. <e) ti con&, then 

<a> = C” (P> (2.25) 

In this connection C” is the tensor of macroscopic elastic moduli of a microheterogene- 
ous medium which is homogeneously deformed. An expression for C” in (2.24) was ob- 
tained in [4]. 

We can show that the differential opraror of infinitely high order in (2.23) is equiv- 

alent to the integral operator, i.e. 

(o) = c” (E) -/- 
\ 
’ C(r - r’) Cc (r’)) 0’ 

‘* (2.X) 
\’ 

In this connection the kernel of this operator is expressed through the microelastic prop- 
erties of the material in the following manner 

C fr) I- (1 7- LOE)-‘L (I’), L fr) = (c* (I -t_ c*E)-r II (7*) c*) 

II(r) := (‘fijh.l (r)) = Gijh.t (r)(p (r) (2.5) 

In fact, representing (2.26) in the form 

<O) == c” <%) -i_ 
s 

C(p) (E (r + p)> (I? 
\ 
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and expanding (e (r + p)) in a Taylor series in the vicinity of the point r 

~,+-Zp 

we obtain expression (2.23). If the inhomogeneity is small [l], then in series (2.21) 
terms having an order higher than(c+)Qan be neglected. Equations (2.24) and (2.27) 

are simplified 

C:j”, = (Cijmn) - E~I~,C~~n (2.28) 

‘$??l,lp, . e , pIL = ‘tlr*pl. ppcb!9ttlI (CL = 2* ** ’ ’ l ) ‘ij*n = cz:n G&jlrr (r) Cp (r) (2.29) 

Expression (2.28) was obtained in [l]. We note that for derivation of Eqs. (2.28) and 
(2.29) there is no need for assumptions (2.8) - (2.11). 

In this manner, giving up the requirement of macroscopic homogeneity for the defor- 
mation field((r> # const) leads to the nonlocal relation between mathematical expect- 

ations of stress and strain tensors (2.23) or (2.26). This nonlocal character is on one 
hand due to the inhomogeneity of average deformations in the material, and on the 
other hand due to the existence of the correlation for the field of fluctuations of elastic 

moduli. The nonlocal character disappears if <E) = const by virtue of (2.8). (2.16); it 
also disappears in the absence of correlation, i.e. if cp (r) = 0 for r # 0 (“perfectly dis- 

ordered” model of a microheterogeneous medium according to Kr&er [2]). If it is ass- 
umed that the inhomogeneity of the material is connected with the presence of determ- 
ined boundaries of grain separation, i.e. in the transition from grain to grain the prop- 

erties of the medium change in a jump, then the spatial part of the correlation function 

‘p (r) can be selected in the form [9] 

‘9 (r) = e-r’= (2.30) 

Here a is the scale of correlation. The kernel of the integral operator in (2.26) is then 

completely determined by given quantities. The defining relation (2.26) solves the 

problem of connection between average stresses and strains in the material, The tens- 
ors (oij) and (eij) themselves must be determined from the solution of the system of equ- 

ations (1.5) supplemented by the usual boundary conditions 

tQij) ‘j = ii 

where Ii is the uetermined vector of surface forces. Substituting the defining relation 

(2.26) into Eq. (1. 5) and taking into account that (Fij) = l/a (Uj<tij) I- i)j(Ui)) we obtain 
a system of three integro-differential equations for the determination of vector <ui). 

An approximate formulation of the problem consisting in the following is of interest: 
the integral operator in (2.26) is replaced by the differential one (2.23) where a finite 

number of terms are retained. Such a substitution leads to a system of differential equ- 
ations with respect to (Iii) .These equations have the order 2( 1 + p) where 1~ is the num- 
ber of terms retained in (2.23). However, the problem of approximate formulation of 

boundary value problems remains open and requires additional investigation. 
The author thanks V.V. Novozhilov for constant attention to this work. I 
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A general representation of the resolvent in terms of a reduced distribution func- 
tion of a viscoelastic spectrum of the initial kernel is obtained. The method is 
illustrated using the widely known operators of viscoelasticity. Resolvents are 
constructed for the generalized fractional exponential kernel and the logarithm- 
ic kernels. 

Viscoelastic behavior of the real bodies (polymers in particular) can also be described 

[l - 33 by other equations containing the Volterra operator 

~*(...)=sP(r-?)(.:.)d~ 

0 

(0.1) 

where P (f) is the operator kernel. If 1 - xP*,-x < x ( m is a complete operator of 
viscoelasticity, then the operator 


